EXPOSING THE
INSIDER THREAT

5 Steps for
Uncovering Insider Risk
Within Your Workforce

EXTERNAL BEHAVIOR
“One in 1,000 employees are arrested,
every 30 days on average ... and you
wouldn’t even know.”

THE MISSING HALF OF
THE INSIDER THREAT
EQUATION

Most insider threat management programs only address half the
problem, focusing on internal user behavior, data loss prevention or
identity and access management. They fail to account for external
behavior that could serve as a leading indicator of insider risk within
the workforce. This often overlooked, yet newly available data is
the missing half of a 360-degree view of insider risk.

Manual, one-time, historic background checks simply do not
account for ongoing changes in an employee’s risk profile after
they have been hired. Stressful life events, such as criminal charges,
bankruptcies and divorce, have all caused employees to put a
company’s customer data, financial records and even workplace
safety at risk.
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With only 17 percent of employers re-screening
employees, according to HireRight’s 2016
Benchmarking survey, it’s sadly no surprise that
insider threats are on the rise. But even with
mandatory re-screening in regulated industries
such as transportation, healthcare and finance, periodic
background checks don’t fully eliminate the post-hire security gap.
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One in 1,000 employees are arrested every 30 days on average.
Assault and battery. Felony theft. Drug possession. All criminal
offenses committed by existing employees working for your
company. Today. And you wouldn’t even know, because your
employees already passed a background check before they
were hired and they haven’t been re-evaluated since.

Enterprise security departments can learn how
to expose unknown criminal activity, property
theft or financial distress within their workforce by
following this step-by-step guide to implementing a
continuous insider threat management program:
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1. UNDERSTANDING INSIDER RISK
WHERE IS THE RISK
OF INSIDER THREATS
GREATEST?
The risk of insider threats only begins once an employee is hired,
after they have already passed a pre-employment background
check conducted by HR. But it becomes security’s responsibility
to protect the safety of its people, facilities and assets and to
identify disgruntled employees, malicious insiders or careless
coworkers to prevent workplace fraud, theft and violence.
Unlike external attacks, which require a hacker to breach
the network, insider threats are often harder to detect
and prevent, because employees, contractors and supply
chain vendors already have privileged access to sensitive
information, customer data or intellectual property that can
easily be abused and often remain undetected.
Eighty percent of insider attacks were planned in advance
and committed during working hours for financial gain, according
to an Insider Threat Study by the Software Engineering Institute
at Carnegie Mellon University. Yet less than 50 percent of
organizations have appropriate controls in place to prevent insider
attacks, according to the Insider Threat Spotlight from LinkedIn
groups, with estimated remediation costs of $500,000 or more.

“Less than 50 percent of organizations
have appropriate controls in place to
prevent insider attacks.”

Worse, for industries such as transportation, healthcare, childcare
or in-home services, there is the potential for multimillion dollar
negligent retention lawsuits for knowingly or unknowingly keeping
an unqualified employee in a position that could harm, injure
or violate the rights of patients, customers and other
employees.
Much as cyber threat intelligence solutions continuously
monitor external threats, enterprise security
departments need an insider threat management
solution that proactively alerts organizations to potential
high-risk individuals within their workforce.

TYPES OF INSIDER THREATS:
• Fraud, Loss and Theft
• Corporate Espionage
• Stolen Customer Data
• Damaged Brand Reputation
• Compliance Violations
• Workplace Violence

2. ONBOARDING EMPLOYEES
DO ALL COMPANY
EMPLOYEES PRESENT
A SECURITY RISK?
Fortune 500 companies employ nearly 27 million workers,
according to CNN Money, averaging 52,000 employees per
company and representing about 17 percent of the nation’s
workforce. At 1 in 1,000 incidents per month, that’s potentially
624 high-risk employees per company each year. If only security
professionals knew where to look.
Fortunately, continuous insider threat management solutions
allow enterprise security departments to easily onboard
employees for cross-referencing against publicly-available,
federal, state and county records on an ongoing basis. All
it takes to begin receiving alerts is basic name, address
and identifying information provided during an initial
background check, in accordance with existing employee
contract language.
But should all employees be trusted equally? Do customer-facing
employees pose a greater risk than managers? Do contractors
warrant more attention than executives? Although 95 percent of
employees will raise no cause for alarm, it’s critical to identify the
remaining five percent that will create heightened levels of risk.

“When executives committed fraud,
the median damage was more than
10 times worse than employees.”

And unfortunately, while the median loss from a single case of
occupational fraud was $150,000, when executives or professionals
committed fraud, the median damage was more than 10 times
worse than when employees were the perpetrators, according to
the 2016 Global Fraud Study conducted by the Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners.
So the risk of insider threats is often spread out in frequency
and severity across the entire employee population, with
privileged users, such as managers with access to
financial information, posing the biggest insider threat to
organizations, followed by contractors, consultants and
regular employees, all of whom should be onboarded.

TYPES OF IDENTITIES:
• Employees
• Contractors
• Consultants
• Temporary Workers
• Supply Chain Vendors

3. PRIORITIZING DATA SOURCES
WHAT KIND OF
DATA SOURCES ARE
AVAILABLE?
There was a time when companies were only able to rely on
a manual background check to verify the criminal record of a
candidate seeking employment. Court runners would physically
go to the court house to confirm convictions based on known
addresses provided by the job applicant, so the searches were
often limited by location.
But without nationwide booking and arrest information,
background checks are a lagging indicator of potential insider
threats, given that sentencing takes 12 months or more from
the time of arrest in 67 percent of cases, according to the
U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics. This
leaves a significant amount of risk unknown, since most
companies do not re-screen employees post hire.
Today, advances in technology allow organizations to automate the
process of continuously monitoring thousands of publicly-available
federal, state and county public records nationwide. Yet, most
organizations are unfamiliar with the wide variety of databases that
can be tailored to a company’s unique risk threshold to provide
insight into the unknown criminal behavior of their workforce.

“Background checks are a lagging
indicator of potential insider threats,
given that sentencing takes 12 months.”

For example, transportation companies can be notified in near
real-time if their drivers face DUI, drug possession and intent to
distribute charges. Healthcare providers can be alerted to incidents
of child abuse, sex offenses or Medicare fraud in order to protect
their patients. And financial firms can uncover any bankruptcies,
liens or foreclosures that might tempt employees to commit
identity theft, fraud or money laundering.
However, not all data sources are created equal. Some provide
raw data, others refine it. Some provide access to thousands of
data sources, others have limited coverage. Knowing which
sources are available allows you to prioritize your insider
threat management program effectively.

TYPES OF DATA SOURCES:
• Criminal Records (Bookings, Arrests, Warrants, etc.)
• Civil Records (Bankruptcies, Liens, Foreclosures, etc.)
• Licenses (Driver’s, Healthcare, Professional, etc.)
• Permits (Concealed Weapons, etc.)
• Sanctions (Healthcare, Terrorist Watchlists, etc.)

4. EVALUATING ALERTS
WHICH TYPE OF
ALERTS SHOULD BE
PRIORITIZED?
It is not uncommon for organizations to be surprised at how
often and for what offenses their employees are arrested, once
their security departments begin receiving insider risk alerts for
evaluation. One Fortune 500 company detected over 1,771 incidents
within the first 45 days, along with 55 bookings and arrest alerts
that called for further investigation.
But it is important to establish processes, policies and
procedures for evaluating insider risk based on each company’s
global footprint, specific areas of interest and type of
employee conduct to optimize alert volume and investigate
and independently verify incidents with a direct impact on
the business.
A national transportation company may prioritize theft, drug
and weapons alerts higher than a regional critical infrastructure
provider concerned about assault and battery, property damage
and terrorist watch lists. In healthcare, lapsed professional licenses,
healthcare sanctions and compliance violations might be of greater
interest to a hospital worried about employees not self-reporting
incidents that could jeopardize their jobs or the hospital’s patients.

“One Fortune 500 company detected
over 1,771 incidents within 45 days ...
along with 55 arrest alerts.”

Alert notifications should be relevant, easy to understand and
simple to integrate into your existing security incident response
workflows and systems. Many federal, state and county records use
inconsistent language and classification codes for similar offenses,
so ensuring alerts are delivered in a consistent, standardized format
can save your team valuable time for evaluating the level of risk.
Too many alerts and warning signs could be overlooked. Too few
alerts and unknown threats remain. By taking a methodical
approach and evaluating just the right amount of risk,
organizations can prioritize which alerts require follow-up
investigation and which employees receive adverse action
based on independent verification.

TYPES OF ALERTS:
• Category
• Severity
• Location
• Frequency
• Status

5. TAKING ACTION
“An employer may make a decision
... if the conduct makes the individual
unfit for the position in question.”

WHAT KIND OF
FOLLOW-UP ACTION
CAN BE TAKEN?
After being alerted to an employee arrested for criminal behavior,
it’s tempting for a company to immediately suspend or terminate
employment, but it’s critical that any follow-up action be made
in compliance with existing federal and state regulations.

According to Littler Mendelson, one of the nation’s leading
employment and labor law firms, employers should consider
conducting their own “mini-investigation” by interviewing “police,
civilian witnesses, the prosecutor and the defense attorney and
also should consider interviewing the employee … to make
their own determination of credibility, severity, and job
relatedness.”

Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) provides
guidance that although “an arrest does not establish that
criminal conduct has occurred … an employer may make
an employment decision based on the conduct underlying
an arrest if the conduct makes the individual unfit for the
position in question.” However, it is illegal to treat one
employee’s criminal history different from other employees,
“based on their race, color, religion, sex or national origin.”
According to the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), there are
additional restrictions, employee notification requirements, and
dispute procedures if employment is terminated based on a
consumer report provided by a consumer reporting agency as part
of a third-party background check. Security will need to involve the
legal department to ensure compliance with all applicable laws.

By maintaining a legally defensible audit trail before taking
any follow-up action, security departments can significantly
reduce the risk of insider threats, while further protecting
the organization from discrimination lawsuits or negligent
retention claims.

STEPS FOR TAKING ACTION:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Evaluate Security Threat and Job Relevancy of Risk Alert
Conduct “Mini-Investigation”
Prepare Memo of Findings
Make a Determination (Credibility, Severity, Job Relatedness)
Exonerate, Suspend or Terminate Current Employee

NEXT STEPS
“58% of IT professionals consider
careless insiders a greater
cybersecurity threat than terrorists.”

COMPLETE THE
INSIDER THREAT
EQUATION
Are you ready to uncover insider risk hidden within your workforce?
Your employees have already committed hundreds of unknown
criminal incidents since passing a pre-hire background check. Why
wait any longer to add external behavior to your insider threat
management program? It’s time to look at the whole picture.
Fifty-eight percent of IT professionals consider careless
and untrained insiders a greater cybersecurity threat
than even foreign governments and terrorists, according
to a SolarWinds survey published in Homeland Security
Today. And insider threats were among the Top 5
Emerging Issues for CSOs in 2015 according to CSO
Online, with 61 percent of CSOs placing more value on risk
management in the next 12 months.
Continuous insider threat management eliminates the post-hire
security gap between a pre-hire background check and a periodic
re-screening. Automated, 24/7 ongoing analysis is a fraction of the
cost of manual processes. Take these next steps to prevent potential
workplace fraud, theft and violence, as well as protect brand
reputation, mitigate PR damage and prevent negligence lawsuits.

REQUEST ENDERA DEMO:

Interested in continuous insider threat management? Request a
product demo to learn how Endera helps organizations detect
and prevent insider risk within their workforce.
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